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Unravelling the intricacies of solvents and sulfur
sources in colloidal synthesis of metal sulfide
semiconductor nanocrystals

Vincent Mauritz and Ryan W. Crisp *

Synthetic routes producing colloidal metal sulfide semiconductors vary in mechanism depending on the

sulfur precursor utilized in the reaction. This review provides overarching insights into the molecular

mechanisms underpinning successful material synthesis. The diverse range of sulfur precursors are

categorized here into eight general classes representing the most common types of reagents: S8,

thioacetamide, thiols, thioethers, dithiocarbamates, carbon disulfide, thioureas, and trialkylphosphine

sulfides. These precursors for non-aqueous synthesis provide reactive sulfur species via different pathways

to form metal sulfides. The reaction pathways are discussed with a focus on creating quantum-confined

colloidal nanocrystals, i.e. quantum dots (QDs), that are applicable as optoelectronic materials. This

literature review underscores the nuanced interplay between sulfur source, reaction solvent, and reaction

mechanisms, providing insights crucial for tailoring new metal sulfide synthesis strategies.

1. Introduction

The history of metal sulfide semiconductors dates back to 1833
when Michael Faraday discovered that the resistance of silver
sulfide samples decreased when they were heated. Later, in

1874, Karl Ferdinand von Braun discovered rectification in
metal sulfide samples.1

Both discoveries laid the groundwork for metal sulfide
semiconductors and until today we try to investigate and
understand the properties of these materials.

The use of these metal sulfide semiconductors varies from
optoelectronics2 over photocatalysis3 to biology.4 In optoelec-
tronics and catalysis, the electronic structure of the active
materials is of key importance. One parameter which is defined
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by the atoms in the crystal structure is the band gap and the
position of the band gap against vacuum.5 Comparing the band
gaps of the chalcogenide main group from oxide to telluride,
the average band gaps of the metal chalcogenides decrease.6 This
is because contributions to the valence band are by the chalcogen
p-orbitals, which have higher energy going from 2p (oxygen) over
3p (sulfur) to 4p (selenium) and 5p (tellurium).7 In this varying
range of band gaps, metal sulfide materials fit well for optoelec-
tronic and photocatalytic materials and often exhibit favourable
phenomena like efficient multiple exciton generation8–10 and other
multicarrier effects as discussed in other reviews (see ref. 11). To
further tune the properties within a material, scientists took
advantage of a unique feature of nanomaterials, namely the
confinement effect where electrical properties can change in a
certain size regime that can be accessed synthetically.12

Nanomaterial synthesis can be done with a variety of approaches,
including methods like chemical vapor deposition,13 lithography,14

or mechanical milling15 or solution-based methods like solvo-
thermal,16 aqueous,17 and organometallic-based synthesis.18

Solution-based approaches exhibit the advantages of easy pro-
cessability for later applications or in the simplicity of the
required equipment.19,20 In this review, we highlight the reac-
tion mechanisms of common sulfur sources in the organome-
tallic synthesis approach and their potential applications. In the
colloidal synthesis, a dissolved metal precursor (i.e., metal
halide, metal oxide, organometallic precursor) is either com-
bined with a sulfur source and heated (i.e., heat-up synthesis) or
one of the precursors in a solvent is rapidly injected at the
reaction temperature into the other precursor-solvent mixture
(i.e., hot-injection synthesis). These approaches use long alkane
chain solvents because of their high boiling points and chemical
stability. Three classes of these solvents can be identified. First,
long alkane chain amines, either saturated or partly unsaturated,
like oleylamine (OLA) or n-hexadecylamine (HDA). Second, long
alkane chain carboxylic acids, also saturated or partly unsaturated,
like oleic acid (OA) or nonanoic acid. Third, long alkanes, either
unsaturated or partly saturated like 1-octadecene (ODE) or squa-
lene. Which of these solvents are selected depends on the require-
ments of each synthesis. In this review we investigate the reactions
and also reaction mechanisms of common sulfur sources with
common solvents used in this synthesis approach. For this we
selected OLA as amine solvent, OA as a carboxylic acid solvent, and
1-octadecene. We found that for certain sulfur precursors the
solvent plays a role in the reaction or decomposition mechanism
with intermediate species formed and for others the sulfur source
alone undergoes a decomposition mechanism. Understanding
these reactions gives an intuition for metal sulfide syntheses and
an understanding of which solvent and sulfur source is suitable.

2. Sulfur sources for colloidal metal
sulfide nanocrystal synthesis
2.1. Sulfur

Elemental sulfur with its abundance in the earths’ crust
between 350 ppm and 697 ppm, depending on the definition

used for the earths’ crust, is ranked as the 13th to 16th most
abundant element.21–24 While sulfur exists in over thirty differ-
ent allotropes, the most common allotropes have a crystalline
phase consisting of rings with different sizes.25 The typical
allotrope is S8, whereas this configuration is divided into three
forms, namely a-S8, b-S8 and g-S8. It adopts a crown formation
consisting of eight sulfur atoms and has its typical yellow
colour.26 The use of elemental sulfur in nanoparticle synthesis
with long alkane chain solvents (OLA, ODE) dates back to the
early 2000s, where elemental sulfur is typically dissolved in these
solvents and then injected into a metal precursor solution to yield
metal sulfide nanoparticles.27–30 The reaction mechanism
between primary amines and elemental sulfur was investigated
in the 1960s by Davis and Nakshbendi.31 In this mechanism, two
primary amines react with the sulfur ring to yield an open chain
alkylammonium N-polythioamine salt (Fig. 1a). A second reaction
also occurs where the primary amine and the sulfur react to yield
the respective thioamide and hydrogen sulfide, but the authors of
this study state that this reaction occurs at a negligible rate at
room temperature (Fig. 1b). These proposed reactions proceed at
room temperature, which must be accounted for in contrast to
the higher temperatures used in organometallic metal sulfide
nanoparticle synthesis.32–34 For a deeper understanding of the
reaction between sulfur and amines at elevated temperatures,
Thomson et al. investigated a solution of n-octylamine and
elemental sulfur in different ratios via NMR.35 By using 1D and
2D NMR techniques they were able to determine the byproducts
of the reaction at room temperature, 80 1C, and 130 1C. At room
temperature and 80 1C, which is the typical temperature of a
sulfur amine solution prepared to inject in a metal sulfide
synthesis, most of the sulfur exists in octylammonium polysul-
fides (Fig. 1c). The authors stated that it is unknown how the
formation of these ammonium polysulfides work without the
addition of any proton source (like H2S). These results contrast
with the mechanism postulated by Davis and Nakshbendi,
though both postulate the ring opening of the sulfur and the
reaction with the amine. The difference lies in the bonding
nature of the sulfur. Davis and Nakhsbendi postulated a covalent
bond between one sulfur atom of the sulfur chain and the
nitrogen atom of the amine, while a negative charge on the other
end of the sulfur chain and a positively charged ammonium ion
form a salt like structure. Thomson et al. postulated that both
sides of the opened sulfur chain are negatively charged and
interact with positively charged ammonium ions. Increasing
the reaction temperature to 130 1C for 2 h resulted in new species
forming. The new species follow a chain reaction starting with
the amine reacting with the polysulfide to form the respective
thioamide under the release of hydrogen sulfide (Fig. 1d). Sub-
sequently and similarly to reaction 1b, the thioamide reacts with
another amine to N0-octyloctanamidine under the release of
hydrogen sulfide (Fig. 1e). Then the N0-octyloctanamidine reacts
with the polysulfide to form a-thioketoamidine (Fig. 1f). To the
best of our knowledge, we could not find any mechanistic
explanation for these reaction products in literature. As the
authors suggest, this study should be a model for technical grade
(70%) oleylamine. But oleylamine has a double bond at the 9th
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carbon position. This double bond is also reactive towards sulfur
as suggested by Sahadevan et al.36 Through a processes called
‘‘inverse vulcanization’’ they synthesized a sulfur–oleylamine
copolymer (Fig. 1g).36 To prepare this copolymer they melted
sulfur (mp: 159 1C), which causes the S8 ring to open and form
the sulfur diradical,37,38 and added oleylamine. Stirring this
solution at 180 1C for 8 minutes resulted in the copolymer. The
crosslinking arises from the radical addition to the double bond
of the oleylamine. Martin et al. even prepared a solution of a
sulfur copolymer and used this copolymer as sulfur source and
as coordinating ligand, in a cadmium sulfide nanoparticle
synthesis, without the use of any additional solvent.39 The
copolymer was prepared by mixing melted sulfur with methyl-
styrene at 185 1C. In a solvent free synthesis, they combined the
copolymer with cadmium acetate, resulting in cadmium sulfide
nanoparticles.39 Another approach to utilize the polymeric
nature of sulfur is to apply it as a polysulfide metal complex
for single-source precursors. Beal et al. synthesized zinc, iron,
and nickel 1-methylimidazole polysulfide complexes.

The decomposition of these complexes at 300 1C led to metal
sulfide nanocrystals with a variety of compositions and shapes.40

Another solvent to dissolve elemental sulfur is 1-octadecene.41–43

With its double bond at the first carbon, it can react with the sulfur
in two ways. First via a radical addition to the double bond or
second via an ionic addition.44,45 McPhail et al. studied the reaction
between octadecene (technical grade) and elemental sulfur at 180 1C

via NMR.46 They identified three reaction products, sulfur added to
the terminal carbon, sulfur added to the terminal carbon with the
double bond moved to the beta carbon, and sulfur at the terminal
carbon with branching on the beta carbon. Here again no mecha-
nistic study was taken. Other literature suggests, as for the double
bond in OLA, polymerization via a radical mechanism at the
terminal double bond.38,47

Independent from the used solvent, elemental sulfur is used
in nanoparticle synthesis in both a hot-injection48–50 approach
and a heat up32,51,52 approach. The chemistry of the prepared
sulfur–oleylamine mixture before injection at 80 1C can be
partially explained by Thomson et al.35 However, they neglected
the double bond present in oleylamine. After injection, higher
temperatures are used to grow nanoparticles, which raises a
question about the actual reactive sulfur species since the
temperatures used in the literature to describe most sulfur
reactions do not exceed 180 1C (temperature comparisons are
given in Section 2.9), but in the heat-up approach reaction
temperatures often exceed 240 1C,32,51,52 which means the
reactive sulfur species remain unclear. The high number and
complexity of the possible reactions of primary amines with
sulfur makes it difficult to determine the actual reactive sulfur
monomer species and at which temperature it is present.

In organometallic metal sulfide nanomaterial synthesis ele-
mental sulfur is the first choice as sulfur source. But because of
its different reaction pathways at different temperatures and

Fig. 1 Molecule structure for oleylamine. Depicted in the green box reaction of elemental sulfur with a primary amine functional group. (a) and (b)
reaction at 25 1C reported in ref. 31 (c) reaction at 80 1C reported in ref. 35 (d)–(f) reaction at 130 1C reported in ref. 35. Depicted in the blue box reaction
of elemental sulfur with the double bond in oleylamine. (g) polymerization reaction at 180 1C reported from ref. 36.
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because it must be reduced to its S2� state, it is not suitable for
every organometallic metal sulfide nanoparticle synthesis if no
reductive potential is present.

2.2. Thioacetamide

To circumvent the reduction of the sulfur source before the metal
sulfide reaction, sulfur sources like thioacetamide are frequently
used in nanoparticle synthesis.53–55 In thioacetamide the sulfur
comes as thione and already has the desired oxidation state of -II.
It is a colourless crystal and is known to be carcinogenic.56 Because
of the slightly higher electronegativity of the sulfur (2.96)57 and the
higher electronegativity of the nitrogen (3.19)57 from the amide
group in contrast to the carbon, and the weak overlap of the 2p–
3p–p bond,58 its structure makes it affective for a nucleophilic
addition at the thioketone carbon. Due to this mechanism, to the
best of our knowledge, thioacetamide is used in two different
synthesis approaches. First, hydrothermal synthesis where thioa-
cetamide reacts with water to form in situ hydrogen sulfide and
acetamide.59,60 Hydrothermal routes would exceed the scope of
this review and are therefore not included. The second synthesis
approach is where thioacetamide is used with oleylamine as
solvent. The general synthesis mechanism of primary amines
and thioacetamide can follow three different paths as depicted
in Fig. 2. The first reaction is a transamidation reaction of the
amide group of thioacetamide with the release of ammonia. The
second reaction is a nucleophilic substitution (SN2) where the lone
electron pair of the primary amine acts as nucleophile and
substitutes the thione sulfur with the release of H2S. The third
possibility is simply the reaction of both the transamidation and
the SN2 reaction. All three reactions where proposed by Petroc and
Andreev.61 These reactions suggest that hydrogen sulfide is the
reactive sulfur species. He et al. investigated the thioacetamide-
oleylamine mixture at room temperature with FTIR. They found a
weakening of the –CQS and –NH2 vibrations and enhanced
–CQN–, –C–N–, and –NH– vibrations, indicating the preferred
formation of the both substituted product, which also concludes
that hydrogen sulfide is the reactive sulfur species.62

Besides the reaction with oleylamine, Behera et al. suggested
that thioacetamide acts as oxidizing agent in their synthesis.
They studied the formation of CuSbS2 nanoparticles with

thioacetamide and sulfur as sulfur precursors. After the synth-
esis a second phase of CuSbS2, namely Cu3SbS4, was found in the
case for thioacetamide as sulfur source. In the second phase,
antimony occurs in a higher oxidation state (+V), indicating a
redox reaction during the synthesis. Since the higher oxidation
state phase only occurred with thioacetamide as sulfur source
they concluded that either the thioacetamide or acetonitrile, a
decomposition product of thioacetamide, was reduced during the
synthesis. To confirm the reduction they performed NMR studies
on the reaction mixture and discovered a new methylene NMR
resonance (different from the oleylamine methylene resonance)
indicating the reduction reaction.63 Since this oxidation should
take place in every synthesis with oleylamine and thioacetamide,
we searched through the literature to see if any other publication
mentioned this reaction. We found that there is a clear trend in
syntheses where researchers can use thioacetamide (Fig. 3).
Thioacetamide thermally decomposes at 165 1C to acetonitrile
and hydrogen sulfide.64 Any nanoparticle reaction higher than
the decomposition temperature of thioacetamide, resulted in
either a partial oxidation of the used metal precursors or metal
precursors in their already most stable oxidation state were used,
resulting in materials with the most stable oxidation states,
including Bi2S3,65 Cu2ZnSnS4,66 Cu12Sb4S13,67 NiS2,68 Cu3SbS4,63

and SnS2.69 Syntheses proceeded at a lower temperatures,
resulted in materials with not the most stable oxidation states
like Cu(I) in CuInS2 and Sn(II) in SnS.53,70 Since the thioacetamide
decomposition temperature clearly draws a line between those
materials, the oxidative species can be assigned to the decom-
position product acetonitrile. This trend confirms the finding of
Behera et al.63 and also gives an overview of when to use
thioacetamide in nanoparticles synthesis, e.g. to synthesize par-
ticles with metals in less stable oxidation states.

2.3. Thiols

Thiols are another class of sulfur precursors used in nanopar-
ticle synthesis.71 Thiols have a sulfur-hydrogen bond as func-
tional group. Since the electronegativity for hydrogen and
sulfur are nearly the same (2.59 and 2.96,57 respectively) the
bonding is not as strong as in the corresponding alcohols,
making thiols more acidic.72 Thiols are considered a soft base

Fig. 2 Reactions of a primary amine with thioacetamide. Adapted with permission from ref. 61. Copyright 1971 IOP.
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in the hard and soft acids and bases (HSAB) concept and can
form complexes with soft acid metals.73 The most used thiols in
nanoparticle synthesis are 1-dodecanethiol (DDT) and tert-
dodecanethiol.74–78 While 1-dodecanethiol has 12 carbons
linearly attached to its thiol group, tert-dodecanethiol has also
12 carbons but the alpha carbon is ternary. The long alkane
chain in both thiols gives them high boiling points, which
makes them also good candidates for solvents and good surface
ligands in nanoparticle synthesis.

For use only as sulfur source, thermal decomposition of the
thiol compounds describes the reactive sulfur species. For tert-
dodecanethiol Heo et al. synthesized metal thiolate compounds
with tert-dodecanethiol and investigated the decomposition
with mass spectrometry and Raman spectroscopy.79 Thermal
decomposition of metal thiolate precursors is depicted in
Fig. 4a. First, thermal induced breaking of the carbon sulfur
bond leads to a carbocation and a metal sulfide anion. Subse-
quently, the carbocation undergoes an SN1 reaction with a
thiolate anion to yield a dialkyl sulfide, while the remaining
metal sulfide anions can grow into metal sulfide nanomater-
ials. This reaction mechanism indicates that the reactive sulfur
species is already the thiol or rather the metal thiolate (com-
plexes). The tertiary carbon, in tert-dodecanethiol, at a position
stabilizes the carbocation, whereas for 1-dodecanethiol the
primary carbon is unlikely to form carbocations, meaning that
the same reaction mechanism cannot explain the decomposi-
tion of 1-dodecanethiol.80 The use of copper(II) precursors for
nanoparticle synthesis with the desired copper material in
oxidation state +I like Cu2S and CZTS is quite common, without
any explanation about the reduction of the precursor.74,81,82

In other material systems like the indium pnictides (InP, InAs,
InSb), a redox reaction where the pnictogen changes oxidation
state has been more thoroughly investigated and found to aid
in nanocrystal formation.83–85 Norby et al. investigated the for-
mation of Cu2S nanoparticles with the use of Cu(II) acetate and
DDT and the reaction via NMR. They suggested that the
reduction of copper must involve the oxidation of another species
in the reaction. Since only DDT was used as other reactant, it was
confirmed via NMR that DDT was oxidized to didodecyl disulfide
(Fig. 4b).86 The copper(I) reacted with the excess DDT, to form a
copper thiolate complex. The actual decomposition mechanism
of DDT or the respective metal thiolates is not described in
literature and referred to as carbon sulfur bond thermolysis or
DDT decomposition.87,88 Not only long alkyl thiols can be used as
sulfur source. Thiols with different end groups like allyl, aryl,
phenyl, short alkyl and also disulfides can be used. Rhodes
et al.89 used precursors from the above-mentioned classes
(Fig. 5a) and investigated the reactivity and formation of iron
sulfide colloids. They found that the lower the carbon sulfur
bond dissociation energy is, the more sulfur-rich phases were
obtained.89 It was also outlined, as before, that the carbon–sulfur
bond dissociation is dependent on the resonance stabilization of
the carbocation. It can be stabilized with allyl and phenyl groups
but not with alkyl groups.

As mentioned before alkyl thiols also can be used as ligands.
If used directly in the synthesis, the sulfur of the thiol will be
directly bound into the crystal structure (Fig. 5b), having the
alkane chain sticking out of the crystal surface and acting as
ligand, enhancing the stability of the colloidal nanocrystals, but
makes them also resistant against ligand exchange procedures.90

Alternatively, if introduced after the synthesis DDT can be used as
ligand by a ligand exchange procedure and then bound to the
surface as a X-type ligand.91

The versatile behaviour of thiols in metal sulfide nanoma-
terial synthesis either only as sulfide source or as solvent or
ligand exhibits a huge potential for thiols. The first considera-
tion about the use of thiols is the processability after synthesis.

Fig. 3 Scheme of synthesized materials with thioacetamide (TAA) as
sulfur source and oleylamine as solvent. Materials synthesized at higher
temperatures as the decomposition temperature of TAA (165 1C) have the
most stable oxidation state. Copper in Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) is stated in red
because Cu(I) is not the most stable oxidation state, but in the synthesis of
CZTS Cu(II) is used as precursor, whereas Sn has its most stable oxidation
state (+IV). Materials synthesized at lower temperature than the decom-
position temperature of TAA can have an oxidation state different than the
most stable one.

Fig. 4 (a) Thermal decomposition of thiols and formation of MSx nano-
materials. Figure adapted from ref. 79 under Creative Commons Attribu-
tion licence CC BY 4.0 (b) redox reaction of thiols and metals reported in
ref. 86.
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Because of the possibility of crystal-bound thiols, processing of
these nanomaterials, for instance, ligand exchange procedures
to smaller ligands for enhancing electrical conductivity or
annealing procedures to fuse the nanomaterials, is difficult.92

On the other hand, these crystal-bound ligands increase colloi-
dal stability over longer times. Another consideration should be
the R-group (e.g. an alkyl, aryl, etc.) of the thiol. The resulting
C–S bond dissociation energy for different R-groups affects the
formation kinetics of the nanocrystal.89 The last consideration
should be about the reductive potential of thiols. Suitable metal
precursors should be chosen to avoid their reduction and the
formation of undesired side products.86

2.4. Thioether: bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide (TMS-S)

TMS-S, a liquid thioether, is used in nanoparticle synthesis
because of its high reactivity and therefore the mild reaction
temperatures (below 150 1C).93–95 Its high reactivity results from
the high affinity of silicon to oxygen or halides, releasing the
sulfide anion.96 Drawbacks of this affinity are the sensitivity to
oxygen and moisture in the air, which makes it difficult to

handle, and the strong odour. Also because of its high reactivity
TMS-S is only used in hot injection synthesis, either as pure
chemical or dissolved in ODE.97–99 Literature using TMS-S as the
active sulfur source dates back to the early 1990s,100 and received
more attention in the beginning of the 2000s.99 But still up until
now no detailed decomposition or reaction mechanism of TMS-S
into metal sulfide nanomaterials is reported. The general reac-
tion pathway follows the use of metal oxides101 (or similar
precursors with a metal oxygen bond i.e., carboxylates) or
halides102 as precursors. Mixing the metal oxide with oleic acid
leads to the formation of a metal carboxylate which then reacts with
the TMS-S to form the respective metal sulfide and TMS-carboxylate.
Metal halides mixed with OLA form a soluble metal amine
complex103 and, when TMS-S is injected, leads to an anion exchange
and subsequently to metal sulfide nanomaterials. The reactivity of
TMS-S allows for using metal precursors that have a metal-oxygen
bond that would perhaps be too strong for other sulfur precursors to
break. Anantovich et al. investigated the formation of PbS nano-
crystals via the reaction of lead oleate and TMS-S in octadecene at
mild reaction conditions.104 At temperatures as low as 50 1C a
complex of lead and bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide results without the
formation of PbS. Addition of a protic solvent like ethanol or water
or an aprotic solvent like acetone resulted in the formation of PbS
nanoparticles. For the addition of protic solvents two different
reactions were proposed. The first one promotes the scission of
the Pb–S bond resulting in the coordination of the alkoxide to the
lead and the formation of trimethylsilylthiol, which subsequently
form PbS nanoparticles. The second reaction involves the scission of
the Si–S bond and the formation of the trimethylsilylester and
coordinated thiol groups at the lead, again subsequently forming
PbS nanoparticles. The reaction with the aprotic acetone resulted in
the formation of thioacetone, which reacts to form PbS.

TMS-S in organometallic metal sulfide nanomaterial synthe-
sis can be used for mild reaction conditions. The downside of
this high reactivity is the difficulty to handle TMS-S in the
laboratory. It must be kept air-free and it exhibits a strong
unpleasant smell even at minimal concentration.

2.5. Dithiocarbamates

Dithiocarbamates (DTC) are the sulfur analogue to the carba-
mate functional group. Because of its possibility to coordinate a
wide range of elements and a wide range of oxidation states and
the easily changeable backbone, DTC are widely used in inor-
ganic chemistry.105–107 In nanoparticle synthesis DTC are used as
single source precursors for secondary, ternary and quaternary
transition metal sulfides together with a primary amine like OLA
as solvent.108–110 Since DTC are used as single source precursors
the decomposition occurs intramolecular leaving metal sulfide
monomers, which then can form metal sulfide nanomaterials.
In this decomposition, the solvent, a primary amine is involved in
the decomposition reaction and significantly lowers the decom-
position activation energy.111 Depending on the oxidation state of
the coordinated metal centre and its other possible oxidation
states, different decomposition routes are possible. Fig. 6 is
divided into four parts indicated by the coloured boxes. Starting
with a metal centre in +III oxidation state, as depicted in the

Fig. 5 (a) Reactivity of different sulfur precursors vs. the carbon–sulfur
dissociation energy and their products in iron sulfide synthesis. Adapted
with permission from ref. 89. Copyright 2017 American Chemistry Society.
(b) Schematic picture of crystal-bound and surface-bound thiols. Adapted
with permission from ref. 90. Copyright 2014 American Chemistry Society.
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green box, three DTC moieties are coordinated to the metal
centre. In a solution of oleylamine or general a primary amine
this metal centre gets thermally reduced by electron transfer from
the +III metal centre to one DTC to the +II oxidation state, leaving
the metal centre with two coordinated DTC molecules and the
elimination of thiuram disulfide (TDS).112 This is the case when
iron +III is used in combination with DTC and oleylamine. Going
from the two coordinated +II metal centre (green box) two

reactions can happen. The primary amine can either exchange
one amido backbone (amido exchange = ae), as pictured in the
blue box via a proton transfer or both backbones (red box),
depending on the reaction temperature and the used primary
amine. If just one backbone is exchanged as depicted in the blue
box, a subsequent proton transfer from the exchanged amido
group to one of the sulfurs coordinated to the metal centre, leads
to the elimination of an isothiocyanate and leaving the metal

Fig. 6 Possible reactions of metal dithiocarbamate complexes in a primary amine solvent. Summarized reactions from ref. 111–113, 115 and 116. For
simplicity the possible coordinated primary amine molecules are left out.
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centre with a bound thiol. Two of these molecules dimerize via
the thiol groups, followed by the loss of the DTC moieties, leaving
amine-coordinated, thiol-bridged, MS units that further grow
into nanocrystals. Further decomposition results in metal(II)
sulfide nanomaterials. Since primary amines like OLA have a
low pKB value (3.3)113 all the before mentioned reactions can
happen via the deprotonated species as indicated by the base
equilibrium arrows. In literature this reaction is thought to
happen for metals in +II state like Fe, Ni, Cd, Zn, and
Mn.111,112,114–116 If both backbones of DTC are amido exchanged,
as shown in the red box, also a proton transfer from the amido
backbone to one of the sulfurs of DTC happen and subsequent
elimination of isothiocyanate. Dimerization results in two metal
centres with thiol bridges. In basic conditions, the amido proton
is eliminated (both sides) and two isothiocyanate moieties and a
sulfide are eliminated, leading to the formation of M(II)S nano-
materials. This decomposition process is thought to happen for
elements in +II state like Cd, Zn, Mn.111,112,114–116 Hollingsworth
et al. investigated the differences in nickel(II) dithiocarbamate
decomposition for two different primary amines, OLA and
n-hexylamine, experimentally and theoretically.111 Via density
functional theory (DTF) calculations they found that the exchange
process proceeds via a proton transfer from the primary amine to
the amide in a metathesis-like four membered transition state.
Because the amide exchange rate of OLA is slower than the rate of
n-hexylamine, a mixture of both NiS and Ni3S4 resulted, while
with n-hexylamine only NiS resulted. These results indicate a
fourth decomposition route (orange box) since parts of the nickel
were oxidized to Ni3S4. Starting from the double exchanged,
amido deprotonated, and thiol bridged molecule, elimination
of an isothiocyanate leads to negative charged sulfides at the
metal centres. Subsequent oxidative coupling of two of these
molecules results in an oxidation state mixture of the metal
(+II and +III), leading to a mixed metal sulfide.111,112 Further
confirming this decomposition mechanism, Dirksen et al.
found that mixing zinc DTC complexes with primary amines
resulted in the formation of different substituted thioureas,
formed via a nucleophilic attack of the primary amine with the
isothiocyanate.117

The ability to bind to a variety of metals and the versatility to
exchange the backbone the DTC and therefore to tune the
kinetics of the decomposition opens a wide range of usability.
But because of the secondary oxidative reaction pathway, metal
precursors must be chosen appropriately to prevent any
unwanted secondary phases appearing during the synthesis.

2.6. Carbon disulfide

Similarly, to TMS-S, CS2 comes in liquid form and is difficult to
handle because of its low boiling point of 46.3 1C118 and its
toxicity.119 The two sulfur atoms are bound to one carbon atom
via a double bond (thione). Ahmad et al. studied the formation of
CZTS with CS2 as sulfur source in OLA.120 They also studied the
reaction between CS2 and OLA in anisole via NMR. In this
reaction, two moieties of oleylamine react with CS2, where the
lone pair of the OLA acts as nucleophile and attacks the electro-
philic carbon in CS2, to form an oleyldithiocarbamate anion with

an oleylammonium as counter ion (Fig. 7a). Subsequent decom-
position of the oleyldithiocarbamate into metal sulfide nano-
materials should follow the decomposition route of dithiocarb-
amates discussed in the previous section. As in the last example
CS2 only acts as intermediate precursor for the active sulfur
species. In literature a second reaction of CS2 and primary
amines is described. Ballabeni et al. synthesizes thioureas with
primary amines and CS2.121 In this reaction the amines and CS2

react to a carbamodithioic acid which then reacts to a isothio-
cyanate and H2S. Subsequently, with another moiety of an
amine the isothiocyanate reacts to form a thiourea. While the first
reaction yields an oleyldithiocarbamate which will coordinate the
used metal ions and then decompose to also form olelyisthiocya-
nate and sulfur bound to metal, the second reaction directly
produces hydrogen sulfide which then can react with the
metal(s) (Fig. 7b). Both reactions initially started with the same
reaction stop, forming a dithiocarbamate. But while reaction (a)
exhibits the deprotonated form, stabilized by the used solvent,
reaction (b) continues to react because of the protonated dithio-
carbamate form. Additional differences in the reactions are the use
of shorter carbon chain primary amines (longest chain has 8
carbons) and the use of a catalyst by Ballabeni et al.121

Since CS2 decomposes into dithiocarbmate, the same con-
sideration as discussed in the section of DTCs must be made.
Additionally, because of its low boiling point, CS2 can be
difficult to handle in the laboratory.

Fig. 7 Reactions of carbon disulfide with a primary amine and decom-
position reaction into the corresponding metal sulfides. (a) reaction
reported in ref. 120 (b) reaction reported in ref. 121.
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2.7. Thioureas

Thioureas can be divided into two different classes, substituted
thioureas and thiourea. In this class of molecules, sulfur exists
as thione with amide groups bound at both sides of the thione.
Both thiourea classes find use in a variety of metal sulfide
nanoparticles syntheses.122–124 Depending on the substitute,
the reaction rate and therefore the resulting nanomaterial
product and product properties such as shape, size, etc. can
be tuned. Hendricks et al. prepared a library of symmetric and
asymmetric substituted thioureas and investigated their reac-
tivity as sulfur source in lead sulfide nanocrystal synthesis.125

The different reaction rates of the thioureas lead to control over
the size of the nanoparticles. Looking at the formation of metal
sulfide nanocrystals and the decomposition of thioureas, sub-
stituted thioureas and thiourea have to be analysed individu-
ally. The decomposition of thiourea is described in two ways.

First, thiourea can be used as complexing agent. Depending
on the metal and on the substituents, it can complex either with
the sulfur126 or with the sulfur and one nitrogen of the amide
group (only for substituted thioureas).127 Introducing a metal salt
to a solution of thiourea and subsequent heating leads first to the
formation of these complexes and then to the decomposition to
metal sulfide nanomaterials (Fig. 8a).128,129 There is nothing experi-
mentally reported about the byproducts of this metal thiourea
complex decomposition but it is thought that it decomposes in
cyanamide which then is likely to trimerize to melamine.130 Second,
mixing a thiourea solution with a metal carboxylate leads to the
dimerization to ammonium thiocyanate because of the driving force
of the carboxylate to coordinate the ammonium ion. Subsequently,
they react to form an amide and the gases carbonyl sulfide and
ammonia. The metal ions simultaneously react with the isothiocya-
nate ion to form a complex which then can decompose to a metal
sulfide (Fig. 8b). Since a part of the thiocyanate reacts with the
carboxylate and the other part with the metal the resulting metal
sulfide can exhibit a sulfur deficiency as Shults et al. reported in
their metal sulfide synthesis.128

Substituted thioureas follow a different decomposition path-
way. There is an equilibrium between substituted thioureas and
isothiocyanates plus primary amines, depending on the

temperature (Fig. 9).131 If the equilibrium is on the side of
the thiourea, the added metal precursor can coordinate to the
sulfur of the thiourea and then decompose to the desired metal
sulfide. The thiourea decomposes into a carbodiimide, which
can further react with a primary amine to a guanidine, as
depicted in Fig. 9a.132 If the equilibrium is one the isothiocya-
nate side and a metal carboxylate is added the reaction pro-
ceeds via a cyclic rearrangement which results in the respective
amide and carbonyl sulfide.133 This carbonyl sulfide can react
with the metal ions and decompose to form metal sulfide
nanomaterials (Fig. 9b).134

As for thiols and dithiocarbamates, the exchangeable back-
bone of substituted thioureas can tune the reaction kinetics
and therefore exhibits a diverse usability.

2.8. Trialkylphosphine sulfides

Trioctylphosphine sulfide (TOP-S) or the general group of
phosphine sulfide are characterized by the phosphorus sulfur
double bond and three bound rests, mostly alkane chains,
whereas the reactivity of the PQS bond depends on the specific
R-groups.135 The use of TOP-S in nanomaterial synthesis is well
reported in literature,136,137 but to the best of our knowledge
only one mechanistic reaction study of phosphine sulfide to
metal sulfide nanoparticles is reported. In this study from Liu
et al. the metal carboxylate precursor is thought to coordinate
through the metal to the sulfur of the phosphine sulfide.138

This activates the phosphorus-sulfur bond and subsequent
nucleophilic attack from a metal precursor anion leads to
elimination of metal sulfide and the bonding of the carboxylate
to the phosphorus. The bound carboxylate undergoes another
reaction with another carboxylate molecule to form the carbox-
ylate anhydride and trioctylphosphine oxide. A further property
of TOP-S is the use in a chalcogenide anion exchange proce-
dures for already synthesized nanomaterials. Mahadevu et al.
synthesized lead oxide nanocrystals and let them react with
TOP-S at room temperature over several hours.139 A complete
anion exchange from oxygen to sulfur could be observed. TOP-S
can even be used as sulfur source for facet selective growth
in core shell nanomaterials structures as investigated by

Fig. 8 (a) Decomposition reaction of thiourea into metals sulfides, (b) decomposition reaction of thiourea with metal carboxylates into metal sulfide
materials. Figure adapted from ref. 128 under Creative Commons Attribution licence CC BC 4.0.
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Fan et al.140 The authors used TOP-S to selectively grow a CdS
shell around a CdSe core.

2.9. Conclusion and summary

Table 1 gives information about the temperatures the sulfur
sources were used for synthesis and indication about the
handling. A big influence on the reaction does not only have
the sulfur source or the solvent, also the choice of the metal
precursor must also be considered. Further reviewing of these
papers should give a better understanding for the metal pre-
cursor choice.141,142

3. Future directions

In this review, we summarized the reactions and reaction
mechanisms of different sulfur sources in the organometallic
nanomaterials’ synthesis approach. These sulfur sources have
sulfur bound in different configurations and therefore the
reactivity and reaction intermediaries are different. This beha-
viour can influence the general choice of precursor and reac-
tion parameters for a successful organometallic nanomaterial
synthesis. Not only the sulfur configuration influences the
choice of precursor but also several other categories influence
the reaction behaviour. The first category is the reaction

Fig. 9 (a) The decomposition reaction of substituted thioureas into metal sulfides. Adapted with permission from ref. 132. Copyright 2023 American
Chemistry Society. (b) The decomposition reaction into metal sulfides from thioureas at higher temperatures with equilibrium on the isothiocyanate side.
Figure adapted from Ref. 133 and 134.

Table 1 Sulfur sources and reaction temperatures used in literature along with notes on their specific handling

Sulfur source Temperature [1C] (ref.) Handling

Elemental Sulfur 280 (27), 320 (27), 220 (27), 140 (28), 300 (29), 120 (143) Yellow crystalline solid with easy handling
Thioacetamide 130 (53), 230 (53), 50 (54), 160 (55), 200 (55) Colourless solid with toxic and carcinogenic properties
Thiols 240 (74), 260 (81), 220 (89), 280 (86) Properties differ but mostly used in liquid form
Bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide 60 (93), 120 (94), 130 (94), 120 (95), 90 (101) Strong smelling liquid with toxic properties
Dithiocarbamates 230 (108), 260 (108), 280 (108), 230 (114), 180 (115),

270 (115), 250 (116)
Properties differ but mostly used in solid form

Carbondisulfide 200 (120) Liquid with low boiling point and toxic properties
Thioureas 280 (122), 250 (122), 240 (123), 90 (125), 150 (125),

210 (128), 220 (128), 360 (144)
Properties differ bust mostly used in solid form

Trialkylphosphines 300 (136), 250 (137), 25 (139) Properties differ but mostly used in liquid form
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pathway to the point when the reactive sulfur species is
produced. Many of these sulfur sources need more than one
reaction step to reach the reactive sulfur species. This opens the
possibility of many side products which can or will influence the
whole reaction. This is dependent on precursor concentration
and temperature leading to fluctuations in reproducibility and
variations in the product. Only three sulfur precursors need one
reaction step to yield the reactive sulfur species namely thioace-
tamide, thiourea, and (trimethylsilyl)sulfide. The second category
is the ease of exchanging the carbon backbone or the other
constituents of the sulfur source which offers the possibility to
tune the decomposition kinetics of the sulfur source and thus the
kinetics of the whole reaction, influencing the properties of the
resulting nanomaterials like size, shape, and/or electrical/optical
properties. Commercially available or self-made thiols, dithiocar-
bamates, and substituted thioureas have been investigated in this
regard. The third category addresses the redox potential of some
of the sulfur sources. As mentioned before several reaction steps
until the reactive sulfur species is available can lead to unwanted
side products. These side products can also lead to redox reac-
tions in the reaction medium. Thioacetamide and dithiocarba-
mates and their respective side products can create an oxidative
environment leading to oxidation of some of the metal precursor
and therefore to unwanted reaction products or phases. On the
other hand, thiols exhibit the potential to create a reductive
environment reducing the used metal precursor. The final cate-
gory is safe handling. Crystalline precursors like elemental sulfur,
thioacetamide, dithiocarbamates, and thioureas can be handled
with simpler safety precautions. However, these crystalline solids
can exhibit hygroscopic properties influencing their properties in
the reaction. Oily liquids like thiols and trialkylphosphines
(depending on the chain length) can also be processed easily
with routine safety precautions. Reactive liquids with high vapor
pressure like carbon disulfide and (trimethylsilyl)sulfide should
be handled with great caution and safety measures to prevent
exposure to personnel. When planning an organometallic metal
sulfide synthesis with oleylamine, oleic acid, or 1-octadecene all
these categories should be considered and analysed.

While metal sulfide synthesis has been researched for over a
century, there are still gaps in the literature, as discussed. An
in-depth explanation of the reaction or reaction mechanism for
these precursors in conjunction with the various metal sources
is still needed to deeply understand and further fine tune their
properties.
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